
Is it possible that your biotechnological innovation could have

a harmful impact on humans, animals or the environment?

Could it otherwise have negative consequences?

WAIR:  The Wheel of Action, Interaction and Reflection to future-proof your project
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A societal dialogue about an introduction of your biotechnology may involve many stakeholders. This societal dialogue can have an impact on the future of your project. Exploring

which actors might be involved, and what their thoughts and interests might be is the central goal of this exercise. 

How may stakeholders perceive and discuss your biotech project? 
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nature and

food safety

What kind of expertise do these stakeholders have? 

What arguments may they have in favour or against your biotech project?

What values are integral to these stakeholders?

What feelings/emotions might these stakeholders experience regarding your

project?

Add the stakeholders you want to discuss further in the fields below. Fill

out the circular postits to explore the perspectives of a variety of actors

or organisations. 

Note: feel free to change the icon of the stakeholder towards one that

better represents your chosen stakeholder.

First: take a few minutes to write down as many stakeholders as you can. What types of

actors or organisations may speak out about your biotechnological project? 

Tip: you can use the icons in the mural app (in the left hand menu) to visualize the

stakeholders.

We define stakeholders as "individuals, organizations or communities that have a direct

interest in the process and outcomes of a project, research or policy endeavor" (1). You can

think of a variety of stakeholders, for instance ranging across the 7P's: Patients and the

Public, Providers, Purchasers, Payers, Policy makers, Product makers, Principal

investigaters. (2)

(1) Boaz, Hanney et al. 2018:  https://health-policy-systems.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12961-018-0337-6 

(2) Concannon, Meissner et al. 2012:  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3403141/ 
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Staats

bosbeheer

Neutrality

Against: The

solution might be

worse then the

problem (dual

use potential)

Modeling of

nitrogen

emmissions

Afraid of

additional

regulations

Practicality

For: Reducing

nitrogen emissions

allows for more

livestock to be

farmedLivestock

farming

Pissed about

current

approach of the

government

Profitability

For/against:

Well-being of the

livestock must

not be

endangered

Practical

mindset on

solving

problems

Skepticism

towards the

nitrogen crisis

Long

term use

For/against: The

solutions has to

be profitable to

some degree

Effects of

nitrogen

crisis on

farmers /

endusers

Skepticism on

effectiveness

of solution

Well thought

through and

scientifically

founded

solutions

Against: It is not up

to the RIVM to

come up with the

solution, it just

quantifies how big

the problem is

Measuring

nitrogen

emmisions

Suspicious

about the

use of

GMOs

Objectivity

Against: Benefit

of our solution is

not

substantiated

enough

scientific

background

of nitrogen

emmsions

Annoyance (that

non-authorities

think they know the

solution to this big

problem)

Marketable/

defendable

solutions

Against: They might

be a bit wary of the

use of GMO's in

nature/agricultureEffects of

nitrogen on

nature

Hope (for

better

solution)

Factual /

grounded

foundation

For: Our

solution will

strain their

reputation

less

Effects of

nitrogen crisis on

society/farmers

Scared

(of GMO)

Best effects

on society

as a whole

Against: Our

solution might

not be enough

(to cancel their

old solution)

Knowledge of

governmental

systems/decision

making process

Hopefull

that it will

work

Against: for our

solution,

transportation is

needed which

reales harmfull

gasses

Direct harmfull

effects of

ammonia on

nature &

biodiversity

Skeptischism

if it will really

work

No harm to

nature /

biodiversity

Against: our

project will

not do

enough

Ecosystems

as a whole

and

interactions

within

Impressed

by different

approach

Preserving

valuable

nature

(grounds)

For: our project

tackles problem at

the source /

before NH3 gets

into nature

Long-term

outlook of

problem and

solution for

nature

Where do you anticipate tensions between

different stakeholders or between various values,

interests or arguments, and what may you expect

the nature and impacts of these tensions to be: 

Possible impact

of the tension:

Nature vs

economy

Tension: Between what/whom:

Farmers (organized in

groups)

The farmers feel hindered

in their way of making a

living

Possible impact

of the tension:

Regulation

vs execution

Tension:

Government / RIVM /

ministries

The governmental

institutes feel annoyed

that farmers do not trust

their expertise/

measurements

Expect to take 30-60 minutes for this exercise

Welcome!

About this tool

Many emerging biotechnologies have the potential to contribute to the

Sustainable Development Goals. However, emerging technologies are generally

characterized by large degrees of uncertainty concerning both their efficacy vis-

a-vis their intended effects, as well as potential unintended impacts they might

have - whether these are in the sphere of health or environmental safety,

sustainability, or societal order or morality. 

Anticipating these aspects is a complex but valuable process. If done well, it can

support the development of biotechnologies that meet societal needs and do so

responsibly. Because: what works in the lab generally speaking requires an

entire system to ensure its effectiveness in the real world. And carefully

considering possible futures can help wrap your head around conditions that

need to be met in such system - or could even help in (re-)designing the system

bottom-up.

With this in mind, in a project commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of

Infrastructure and Water Management, the Athena Institute is developing a

learning tool to help young biotechnologists anticipate the way their projects

may interact with the world, and to help them to integrate these insights into

their socio-technical design efforts in biotechnology. This tool invites

biotechnologists to simulateously consider how they might increase their

projects' positive impact on the world, while simultaneously decreasing their

potential negative impacts. Practicing anticipation, design and reflection, from a

transdisciplinary perspective, is key to this. This tool aspires to support you in

doing so. 

Whether or not your biotech project will be safe, cannot always be said with certainty. Harmful

effects can concern humans, animals or the environment at large. It is in the nature of

emerging technologies that we often don't know with certitude what direct or indirect impacts

they will have, or what the chances will be that (harmful) events occur in the interactions

between your project or its products and the world around it. Robaey & van de Poel (2017)

have made a typology of types of uncertainty and risk that is useful in thinking through

whether unsafe situations might occur, and what can be or should be done to accommodate

the uncertainties or risks at hand. Doing so is a helpful step in making your research and

innovation Safe-by-Design (SbD). The flowchart below guides you through the different types

of uncertainty and risk Robaey & van de Poel identified. 

Illustration is interpreted from- and definitions of the categories are copied from Robaey & de Poel (2017). Find this paper by clicking on the link:

Open link

Uncertainty and safety

Now that you have explored the uncertainties that could lead

to harmful and unsafe situations, you can choose to design

your biotechnology differently to enhance safety. It's in these

early phases of design where you can make major changes to

improve the safety of the project. 

In this step, it is important to consider what you can design.

The design-strategy of 'safe by design' includes desiging your

synbio or biotechnological application optimally, but it extends

far beyond that. You, the biotechnologists, are also equipped

to help design to the appropriate safety or protection levels,

advice on policy-standards, decide on the necessary

monitoring systems, offer the necessary manuals for future

use, decide on conditions for its adoption, etc. What else do

you think you can design?

the way it is

consumed

What safety considerations are important? Working towards "Safe by Design"

Here you will discuss and anticipate what uncertainties related to the safety of your biotechnological project (might) exist.

Use the information box on the left to understand what kind of safety issues you could look for. 

When thinking of safety, we have to consider different events (what could happen?) and different contexts (to whom/what?).

You can imagine there are different scales of adoption of your biotech project possible in the future that you may anticipate,

from application only in lab-environments, to practical applications throughout the world. Moreover, you can assess the

safety issues for a rich set of animate and inanimate 'stakeholders'. In this exercise we encourage you to think of safety

effects as widely as possible. Your biotechnological application or project might have an influence on:

Humans Technosphere

Biosphere:

ecology and

biodiversity

Geosphere:

soils, rock and

minerals,

landscapes

Atmosphere

The biotechnological

application might impact

people, through their

health, prosperity,

economic wealth,

traditions, or values such

as privacy, etc. 

Working with this tool

How to use this tool:

Throughout using this learning tool, you'll continously shift from

your biotechnological design in the middle of the tool, towards

the outer edges of the tool where each reflective and explorative

exercise covers one dimension of your project's interaction with

the world. After each exercise, you formulate the take-aways for

the projects design on the post-its in the inner orange ring. 

The exercises cover 5 dimensions of interaction between the

world and your project:

- What needs and problems in the world need solving/deserve

to be addressed? 

- What safety considerations do you need to take into

account? 

- What alternative solutions exist and how do they compare to

your design?

- How may stakeholders perceive and discuss your project? 

- What could the futures of this technology be like?

Note that exploring the interactions between your project and

the world is a highly iterative endeavour. Therefore, it doesn't

matter what exercise you start with. And please keep in mind that

your thoughts and findings in any exercise can potentially inform

how you think about any of the other exercises in the tool. 

Instructions to using the mural whiteboard platform:

There are a few technical options of the mural board

that we'd like to highlight here: 

On this digital whiteboard, you can easily add any

post-its with a double-click on the screen. You can

also click on an empty post-it in the exercises to edit

it. 

You might want to use the icons or images that are

available through the menu on the left hand side of

this Mural. For visual thinkers in particular :-)

To navigate this whiteboard, you can use the outline-

functionality on the right hand side, by clicking on the

sections you want to go to. If you want to directly

move towards the view of one of your group mates,

just click on their icon in the bottom of your screen.  

For any questions, feel free to contact Kelly at

k.streekstra@vu.nl. 

What might be plausible futures with your technology?

In this exercise you will explore plausible, relevant, and radical future scenarios in which your technology features. When you're designing a biotechnology, you're desiging an application that

will only come into full practice in the future (think 5-30 years from now - or even longer!). Therefore, a single vision of the future alone cannot guide anticipation on your project's interactions

with the world. Instead, a thorough consideration of various possible scenarios is necessary to help you understand potential or plausible opportunities and issues. This exercise will guide you

through a distilled version of the scenario theory of foresight, and will help you create a broad image of the future world which your biotechnological project may be a part of. With two or four

scenarios in mind, you can reflect on more or less plausible and desirable directions of your technology, which can inform your ethical reflection and your design decisions. 

When looking at the future, an insightful tool is trends and developments: slow changes

over time that can extend into the future. Some of these trends and developments can be

highly uncertain (the direction in which they may develop can still go in many ways), and

have a huge impact on the future of the biotechnology at hand. Extrapolating these

developments towards their extremes in the future can inform the bandwidth of the scenarios

you should explore. 

All trends/developments may influence the future we will end up living in. However, the

trends that are most uncertain and most impactful are crucial to take into account when

formulating scenarios.

Second: categorize these stakeholders on the interest-power grid. Note that we're

talking about potential interest & power: as your biotechnological application is not yet

in practice. 

Lastly: discuss which stakeholders you think are most important to analyse further, and

why.  Choose at least 4 stakeholders to continue with in step 2. 
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Discuss the following questions:

Is it desirable to do justice to some or all of these perspectives in the design choices of your

biotechnological application? YES / NO / PARTLY (viz.:)

Is it possible to do justice to some or all of these perspectives in the design choices of your

biotechnological application? YES / NO / PARTLY (viz.:)

Whose interests do you think your innovation should serve best, and why?

Possible impact

of the tension:

Regulators vs.

nature

conservatists

Tension:

Government/ RIVM/

ministeries

As the government needs to

assure that the farmers are

able to make a decent living,

consessions need to be made

regarding nature preservation

Possible impact

of the tension:

Conservatism

vs genetic

modification

Tension:

iGEM Groningen 2021
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knowledge of the other
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Optional extra space for other stakeholders:

Uncertainty of the direction of the trend 
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Brainstorm about the following: what trends and developments are important to

the future of your technology? Potential outcomes of these trends and

developments are 'ingredients' you want to vary throughout your scenarios. 

Consider thinking in two types of trends: one related to your project/technology,

and one of contextual influences on your technology. For the latter, you can think of

socio-cultural changes, demographical changes, environmental changes, legal or

political changes, or economic changes.

Note: you may come up with trends and developments yourself or look for them in the

literature, but you can also use or change the examples of trends given below. 

Type of market-introduction of

your biotech project
DisruptiveIncremental

double click the

fields to edit text

Change/trend/development
extreme outcome of

this trend

extreme outcome of

this trend

Environmental change
Effective adaptations and

mitigations are introduced to curb

environmental change

Strong destruction of environmental

systems and limited adaptations and

mitigations

Martket & economical change
Global free markets

strengthen

Local orientation of

markets intensifies

Societal conceptions of 'synthetic'

versus 'natural'

synthetic/artificiality is

welcomed by people

Natural origins are

protected and valued

Responsibility for safety
Is guaranteed by

policy actors

Lies with the market

and corporations

Dietary habits
Everybody goes

vegetarian/vegan

Meat consumption

doubles/triples

Dutch export
The agricultural business

becomes a much smaller part of

the Dutch total exports

The agricultural business

becomes a much bigger part of

the Dutch total exports

Most crucial

trends and

developments

for the future

trend/

development 1 
etc

Pick two trends and developments that you think are most important to vary

throughout your scenarios. Preferably one of these trends corresponds to the

character of the developments of your project, and the other to an important

contextual trend. 

Now, imagine you're in 2030 (or later): what could have become of these trends or

developments? Define what extreme outcomes may exist in the future: these are

your defining 'ingredients' for the scenarios. (read the info-box of this exercise to

further inform you on this step.)

In this step, you will develop a set of scenarios for future worlds that strongly differ

from one another. Try to refrain from thinking in distopia and utopia scenarios:

there's a wealth of possible futures in-between those, that may help to make your

reflections more nuanced, relevant and useful to make design choices. 

Depending on your time and interests, you'll develop 2 or 4 scenarios. For two

scenarios, choose 1 trend with two extremes from the step before, and place it on

the horizonal axis of the grid below. You'll work on the orange and blue scenario. 

For four scenarios, choose 2 trends with their extremes and position them on the

horizontal and vertical axes. 

First, briefly discuss how the scenarios differ from one another, and give them names

to help you distinguish these versions of the future. 

Next, discuss and imagine characteristics that would fit this scenario. Explore political,

economical, social, technological, environmental and legal aspects, and fill these out

in the post-its in their columns. Note that in this future, your biotechnological project

could have developed into a variety of forms. 

Make sure that your scenarios remain strongly different from one another, and that

you formulate possible or plausible futures. 

Meat consumption

doubles/triples

olitical conomical ocial echnological nvironmental egalP E S T E L
Sufficient

funding for

nature

preservation

Rightwing and leftwing parties

finally managed to overcome

their differences and

managed to save nature while

providing the citizens with

sufficient freedom to make

their own choices

>Balance between nature and consumption< 

olitical conomical ocial echnological nvironmental egalP E S T E L
Sufficient

funding for

nature

preservation

As nobody is eating

meat anymore, a

solution needs to be

found for the excess of

animals living in our

nature reserves

>Nature first< 

What do you conclude from this exercise for the design of your biotechnological project? 

Note these insights in post-its in the inner orange ring. 

olitical conomical ocial echnological nvironmental egalP E S T E L
Political parties

praise the

Netherlands for

its export income

Other political

parties fight the

massive animal

industry

Considering the meat

consumption had doubled

and the world population

is rater big already, there

might not be enough food

for everyone

The clash

between green

political parties

and economically

liberal parties

increases

Political parties

arise that either

fight or defend a

overal plant-based

diet

>Nature in the backburner<

olitical conomical ocial echnological nvironmental egalP E S T E L
The world

wide food

security most

likely

increases

The clash

between green

political parties

and economically

liberal parties

increases

Political parties

arise that either

fight or defend a

overal plant-based

diet

>Less and less plants< 

Dietary habits
Everybody goes

vegetarian/vegan

Meat consumption

doubles/triples

>Balance between nature and consumption<  >Nature first< 

>Nature in the backburner< >Less and less plants< 

Dietary habits
Everybody goes

vegetarian/vegan

Back in the old days,

those pesky insects

were never there

Looking back, I don't

understand why

people ever ate meat

in the first place

Discussion on how to

maintain wildlife

populations

intensifies

Now that you have formulated scenarios that your biotechnological project is a

central part of, you can reflect on each of them. What do these scenarios mean?

Are people safe and happy in each scenario? Are there negative impacts, why

(not)? What iconic events may have lead to it? What bumps in the road have been

avoided, and how?

One way to reflect on these scenarios is to imagine future news items or opinions

about the time they're in. Try filling out these headlines, or quotes at the family

dinner table, and discuss amongst yourselves: what could be the effect of your

biotechnological application?

Trends & developments Future scenarios: Welcome in 2050!  Scenario-reflections

12-5-2053

Potential impacts on safety  Changing the design of the project to enhance safety 

Under what circumstances might a type of

harm be (partly-) caused by your project? Do

you know how this might happen?

What mechanisms/effects can you imagine that

could decrease the chances of this harm happening,

or could decrease the magnitude of the harm?

Do you know the probability at which the

negative consequence might occur?

yes

Risk
Scenario

uncertainty

yes

(professional)

Ignorance
Indeterminacy

Normative

Ambiguity

Start: 

Your biotechnology project throughout

its introduction, life, and end of life.

We speak of (professional) ignorance

if we do not know what might go

wrong. More specifically, we will

understand ignorance for SbD as the

situation in which we not only lack

knowledge of all failure mechanisms

but also do not know whether or not

there are undesirable consequences

that might occur.

We understand indeterminacy as the

situation in which causal chains to

the future are still open, so that it is

not determined now what will

precisely happen with your product

or technology in the future. This

indeterminacy is due to the fact that

other actors in the value chain, e.g.

users or operators, may employ your

technology differently than planned,

foreseen or expected by you.

We understand normative

ambiguity as uncertainty or

disagreement about values and

norms. In contrast to other kinds of

uncertainty, this uncertainty is

normative rather than descriptive.

We will speak of scenario

uncertainty when we know what

might go wrong but cannot

meaningfully attach a probability to

the occurrence of these

consequences. For the specific case

of SbD, in which we are interested

here, we will understand scenario

uncertainty as the case in which we

do not know all scenarios (or failure

mechanisms) that may lead to an

undesirable outcome.

We speak of risks if we know what

might go wrong (and what the

consequences are) and we know the

probability of those consequences

occurring. Risk is then usually defined

as consequences times their

probability.

Your biotechnology

or synthetic organism

What could you design to optimize safety?

the end

of its 'life'

policies

and laws
the monitoring

systems of its

effects or

efficiency

the way it

is grown

or made

the array of

future users,

the target

group
?

the appropriate

allocation of

responsibility

for it

With all of these aspects in mind that you may choose to design, you can now discuss how you could adress safety in your

design. In the orange column, try to formulate what could increase the degree of safety, and in the pink column how you

could incorporate that in your design. 

What could you design (differently) to accommodate

the uncertainty concerning safety?

To whom/what do you expect harm could

happen? How would you describe the degree or

type of this harm?

Finish the sentence:

"If __ occurs                                                                               it could be harmfull to ___ because ___ ."

Finish the sentence:

"But this might be prevented/mitigated by ____.                                       Moreover, we designed ___."

With these spheres of influence in mind, formulate what may occur that could cause harm, and to whom/what.

Use one row per harmful event/interaction between your project and the world. 

Add anything you think you could design to optimize safety.  

The biotechnological

application might impact

the technosphere: all that

we have built, from

infrastructure to IT, to our

cities. It might effect its

current workings,

structures or

dependencies

The biotechnological

application might impact

the biosphere, or living

things on earth. It could be

harmful to its health, to its

diversity, and its balance

The biotechnological project

might impact the geosphere; it

might need more of its natural

resources than can be renewed

naturally, it might create waste

that needs to be stored

somewhere, and it may change

the geosphere in ways that affect

its surroundings.

The biotechnological project

might impact the atmosphere;

through adding or removing

significant amounts of

substances, changing its ability to

reflect light or harmful radiation

and store energy, but also to offer

air quality to the biosphere.

Hydrosphere

The biotechnological project

might impact the hydrosphere;

ranging from salt to fresh water

systems and the icecaps. It

could change the quality of the

water, or change its quantity

and distributions world wide.

Hello! 

A very warm welcome to this brainstorming space

which aims to help young biotechnologists design

their biotechnology from an integral perspective.

Please feel free to explore and play around with this

tool!

In case you have any questions, thoughts or idea's

about this tool, you can email us via

k.d.streekstra@vu.nl.

We hope you enjoy using this tool and that it may

help you in designing your biotechnological

project! 

Very best, 

Pim Klaassen, Marjoleine van der Meij, 

and Kelly Streekstra

Athena Institute, Free University Amsterdam 

no

You can work on

this in the

stakeholders  &

futures

excercises

You can work

on this

uncertainty in

the futures

excercise

Expect to take 30-45 minutes for this exercise

c

What are you solving? 
What alternatives are also working towards these issues?

Let's briefly take a step back. You're working on a biotechnology innovation, but is that really the best way to go? There may be plentiful alternative products, methods, solutions and ideas that people

are working on, which will have strenghts and weaknessess relative to the project you're working on. These alternatives will likely be a central theme in the societal dialogues about your project as

well. In this exercise, your goal is to get a structured overview of alternative solutions to the problem(s) you intend to help solve, to compare them to your own, and to discuss what your role in this

sphere of alternative solutions is. How could you best tailor your work with an awareness of alternative solutions? 

What alternative solutions exist and how do they compare to your design?

Comparing the alternatives to yours

First off: analyze which problems your project is solving.

Individually, write out at least 4 problems on post-its, then,

work together to categorize these post-its and to distill 4

main problems that you think your project makes its most

important contributions to. 

Optional: take the care cards from the "needs & problems"

exercise. 

Position the 4 problems in the grid below in the yellow corners. Your project contributes to solving all four problems, so your project is

positioned in the middle of this field. Then, per problem, discuss and/or research what alternative products or solutions exist that might also-

or already - contribute to the problem(s). Note these in the post-its in the figure. 

Weaknesses:

Your project + description:  Strengths:

Position your project and the alternatives you wish to further discuss in the blue fields below. Then, analyse and discuss what strengths and

weaknesses these alternatives have. You may also formulate these strenghts and weaknesses compared to your project. How do all these

alternatives contribute to solving the given problem? Are some better alternatives than others, and why is that? 

Place the problem, or a

care card here

Place the problem, or a

care card here

Place the problem, or a

care card here

Place the problem, or a

care card here
Sphere of alternatives

Your project

Weaknesses:

Alternative + description:  Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Alternative + description:  Strengths:

Lastly: discuss which alternatives you think are most important to analyse further, and why.  Choose at least 3

alternatives to continue with in step 3, and mark them by moving these indicators: 

Fishing out

algae and

other

overgrowing

plants

Close of cattle

barns and then use

air scrubbers/

biofilters to catch

emmitted

ammonia 

Design a system to

convert NH3 back to

atmospheric nitrogen,

even if that produces

other harmfull

greenhouse gasses

Increase ammonia

content of manure for

better fertilization of

farmfields

Washing

emmissions

from pig and

poultry farms

with an air

scrubber

Lifting all or most of

the emmissions

ceilings for ammonia

(and other emissions)

that have been set for

agriculture

Half (Dutch)

livestock to

prevent

ammonia

emmissions 

Stimulate the adoption

of a vegan/vegetarian

diet and by doing so,

reduce meat

consumption

Educate farmers

worldwide on how to

optimize yields from

agriculture such as

done in Dutch

agriculture

Mixing manure

with water to

lower ammonia

emmissions from

manure

Apply urease-

inhibitors to

manure from

farms to lower

ammonia

emmissions

Make a law for a

worldwide one child

policy to reduce

growth of the

population

Knowing there are other ways to approach the problem, discuss

with your group what you think this means for your alternative. Ask

yourselves the following questions, and note down the thoughts

that come up in your discussion on the post-its below. 

What does this mean?

Weaknesses:

Alternative + description:  Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Alternative + description:  Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Alternative + description:  Strengths:

Might it be that you'll compete with these alternatives? What

effect could that have?

Might it be possible and beneficial to collaborate with these

alternatives? How so?

Could you choose to design your project for a more specific

target group or sub-problem, to be complementary to these

alternatives?

Is your project really the best solution? 

NEXT OR OTHER STEPS: 

Are there any to-do's, e.g. for

further research on specific harms

or risks? What could be done to

deal with different levels of

uncertainty?

CHANGES:

Should we adapt, or change or stop

anything about our design following

this exercise to better

accommodate one or more types of

uncertainty we're facing?

AWARENESS:

What should we be aware of while

working on our project? 

Expect to take 30-60 minutes for this exercise

Expect to take 30-60 minutes for this exercise

Transport sector

Electric trucks take over

and thus nitrogen

emmisions decrease

The dutch economy grows and

thus the nitrogen emmisions from

transport grow as well

Dutch nature
The number of Dutch areas that

are sensitive to nitrogen strongly

increases

The number of Dutch areas that

are sensitive to nitrogen strongly

decreases 

Dutch export

income has

risen strongly

The GDP of

the

Netherlands

has risen 

Meat has

become more

expensive

because of

scarcity

Damn, this year I'm

going to vote for a

party that is not in

favour of this strict rule

system

Looking back, I'm amazed

by the technological

advancements in both

meat production and

nature conservation

Left- and rightwing

parties finally see

eye-to-eye on nature

conservation

20-4-2028

Back in my days, there

was a housing shortage.

Now there is enough

space and money to

house everyone

Looking back, I'm not

sure if expanding dutch

agriculture was worth

losing even more

nature

UN convention did not

provide a solution for

worldwide meat

shortages

6-6-2066

I'm getting really sick

of this vegan agenda

being forced upon

me

Looking back, I really

miss being able to go

for a walk in a nice

nature reserve

Scientists engineerd

avocados to be able

to grow in a dutch

climate

23-9-2069

Wellbeing is

preferred

over profits

More inland

tourism as the

dutch nature is

more attractive to

visit

The Dutch

livestock sector

has

substantially

decreased in

size

It is likely that there will

be less space for

building houses as

nature will require

more surface area.

This will increase the

housing crisis

The dutch livestock

secot has managed

to increase meat

production without

harming nature

More inland

tourism as the

dutch nature is

more attractive to

visit

Because nature

reserves are

flourishing, more game

is available and thus

hunting becomes more

socially acceptable

There might be

increased attention for

animal welfare,

depending on how the

increased demand for

meat is accomadated

Increase in

understanding of

ecosystems. This

allows for better

conservation

strategies

Solutions have been

found to reduce the

impact of livestock

farming on nature

Nature reserves are

on the recovery

again after almost

two centuries a

steady decline

As nature becomes

more attractive to the

dutch citizens, more of

them visit nature

reserves putting more

stess on these reseves

In to compensate for the

increase in demands, other

european countries

increased their meat

production which resulted

in them being in a nitrogen

crisis as well

There are harsh

regulations on what

can and cannot be

done in order to

prevent harmfull

effect on nature.

Higher

punishments

for littering

Socially

unacceptable to

eat meat

A greater

connection

to nature in

general

There is a major

debate on what to

do with the excess

of animals living in

nature reserves

Increase in

understanding of

ecosystems. This

allows for better

conservation

strategies

There are

plenty of plants-

based

alternatives for

meat

Nature reserves are

on the recovery

again after almost

two centuries a

steady decline

As nature becomes

more attractive to the

dutch citizens, more of

them visit nature

reserves putting more

stess on these reseves

Livestock barns are

transformed into

either nature

reserves or crop

farms

More top-tier preditors

are released in the

nature reserves in

order to keep deer and

swine populations

under control.

Higher

punishments

for littering

Legislation on

nitrogen

emmisions is

very strickt.

Animal farmers are

transitioning their

business: either to

plant farming or

something else than

farming

As of now, Dutch climate is

not suited to grow a wide

array of crops (needed for

vegan diet). Seeing that

animal agriculture is in a

lesser demand: Dutch

agricultural export revenue

drops significantly

Seeing that the Dutch

GDP is less based on

agricuture, other

economical areas are

being stimulated to

develop 

People are sad that

there are not

enough nature

places to visit and

walk around in for

leisure

Animal farmers are

very unhappy that

their business are

no longer as

financially viable 

People realise

now that

nature is rather

important 

A small meat-eating

minority protests the

overall vegetarian/

vegan lifestyle

Research is being done to

find ways (through

optimizing greenhouses or

genetically engineering

plants) to grow a more

diverse range of plants in

the Dutch climate

Research is being

done on how to

protect nature

areas more

efficiently

New technologies in

other areas are being

developed as ways to

prodcue a new export

output

There are very

few natural areas

in the

Netherlands left

The plants that are

growing in the

Netherlands are

mainly plants

dedicated to human

consumption

Few nature

areas that are

left are heavily

protected

Strict rules are drafted on

farms on how much

greenhouse and nitrogen

emissions they can produce;

even though animal farming

is not such a big business as

of now

No rules are

made to either

restrict or

stimulate meat

consumption

People are sad that

there are not

enough nature

places to visit and

walk around in for

leisure

Social cohesion has

dropped significantly

with people

advocating for eating

less meat and people

defending it

Farmers are frustrated

that even though their

hard work and income

they make is praised; they

have a lot of strict rules

complicating their jobs

People realise

now that

nature is rather

important 

A vegan/vegtarian

minority harsly

protests the high

meat consumption

Research is being done

on producing meat even

more efficiently:

optimizing nutrient

digestion, possibly

lowering ammonia

emissions therefore

Research is being

done on how to

protect nature

areas more

efficiently

There are very

few natural areas

in the

Netherlands left

The heavy meat industry

endangers the few

nature areas that are left

because of nitrogen en

greenhouse emissions

Few nature

areas that are

left are heavily

protected

Strict rules are drafted on

farms on how much

greenhouse and nitrogen

emissions they can

produce; animal farming is

still a big business but there

are lots of rules concering it

No rules are

made to either

restrict or

stimulate meat

consumption

Stakeholders that

'loose' the most

(nature/future

generations) have

the least power

A lot of conflicts

are due to

stakeholders not

feeling taken

seriously

We ourselves are part of

a possible conflict and

should therefore really

make an effort to

understand and

incorperate the other

parties concerns about

ethics and safety

The solution

should be

workable (both in

the economical

and practical

sense)

NEXT OR OTHER STEPS: 

Are there any to-do's, e.g. for

further research or public

engagement?

CHANGES:

Should we adapt, change or

stop anything about our

design following this

excersize?

AWARENESS:

What should we be aware

of while working on our

project? 

A lot of power

lies at bigger

insititutions

(government)

NEXT OR OTHER STEPS: 

Are there any to-do's, e.g. for further research or

public engagement? Can we somehow make

one scenario more probable than another?

CHANGES:

Should I adapt, change or stop anything about my

design following this exercise? Should we define

conditions for the continuation or adaptation of our

project in case the world develops in the direction

of any of these scenarios?

AWARENESS:

What should we be aware of while

working on our project? 

Even the most

negative

scenarios have

some upsides

Sometimes

technological

advancements are

only created the

situation has

escalated

It is difficult to imagine a

future based on only a

few changing

parameters. The future is

complex and making an

accurate prediction is

close to impossible.

If the size of the

dutch livestock

sector dereases,

our solution might

no longer be

usable.

Even the most

ideal futures

have some

major

downsides

Since economical

feasibility is a big

part of our project,

we should really

make a cost-benefit

annalysis 

Our project helps with

quite a diverse mix of

SDG's: both related to

nature and to

economics. we are

helping with more than

we thought!

Even though we did not

expect that our project

had potential for dual-

use, it is clear now that

we should look into the

dangers of alpha-

amylase for starch-

containing plants

Most of the SDG's our

project negatively

impacts can be solved

with background

research and

implementing safety

by design thereafter

There are 3 negative

effects (related to SDG)

of our project:

greenhouse gas

emission + danger of

alpha-amylase to

nature/plants +

heightening inequality

One of the next

steps: talk with a

stakeholder in

plantsciences on

any possible

harmfull effects of

alpha-amylase

One of the next

steps: talk with a

stakeholder on MOFs

about MOFs that

require the least

ammount of energy

to heat up

The biggest safety risks of our

project entail: safety of our

enzyme to humans /animals /

environment; safety of our GMO

to humans/ health/ environment;

possibility of emmitting toxic

gasses by genetic production or

MOF heathing and possibility of

economic division by price of our

product

Safe-by-design is an

important technique

capable of

mitigation multiple

possible safety

issues.

The best solution to the

problems we are trying to

tackle would probably be

a combination of the

different solutions (BYE-

MONIA + air scrubbers +

urease-inhibitors)

There seems to be a

pattern that if any

solution to this multi-level

problem mainly focusses

on one element of the

problem, the solution is

most of the time rather

unethical

AWARENESS:

What should I be aware of while

working on my project? 

How and what 

can I design to address 

the needs and problems,

and optimize my

interaction with them?

NEXT OR OTHER STEPS: 

Are there any to-do's, e.g. for further research

into any of the implications or contributions of

my project? Are their particular publics who

deserve to be heard in this regard?

CHANGES:

Should I adapt, change or stop anything

about my design to maximize care or

minimize harm, following this exercise?

Needs &

Problems

Safety

How can I design my

project to maximise its

safety?

How and what 

can I design to address 

the future scenarios that

my project may co-create 

or prevent from happening? 

Futures

How and what can 

I design to appreciate,

involve and adress the

values and perspectives

of stakeholders? 

Stake-

holders

Alternatives

Knowing of alternative solutions to the

problem at hand, what could you do differently

in the design of your technological application,

and/or in the organization of your work?

NEXT OR OTHER STEPS: 

Are there any to-do's, e.g. for further

(market) research or expert

consultation?

AWARENESS:

What should we be aware of while

working on our project? 

CHANGES:

Should we stop working on our project, or

should we adapt, or change anything about

our design in response to this exercise?

What are you designing?

Staatsbosbeheer /

environmental

agencies / people

caring for nature

Staatsbosbeheer might

not feel like it is taken

seriously

Farmers (organized in

groups)

Regulations are constantly

changing and are making the work

of farmers hard to execute -->

leads to steep drop in the trust of

farmers in government and nation

wide farmers protests

Urgenda/ animal right

NGO/

Staatsbosbeheer

The nature conservatists

might think the

govenment is lacking a

future perspective

Religious organizations

against GMO's / people

who are hesitant about

GMO's

People/organizations against

GMO's might feel like they are

not taken seriously and that the

other party disregards their

valid concerns/ethical

objections

What values we will

integrate in our design:

- solution that impacts

farmers as less as

possible (feedadditive

that benefits them)

- solution that stops the

problem at the source

(prevents formation of

NH3 in cows)

Our intended interaction & approach: 

What to research first: 

- Talk to both parties to ask who

they feel has the responsibility to

execute the solution

-Talk to both parties to ask if they

would like to have autonomy in

executing our/a solution or if they

would like to cooperate with the

other party

- Talk to both parties to ask how

we could help them feel like they

are taken seriously 

The interaction we

would like to achieve is

one where a workable

solution is found, while

also being sustainable

such that the future

generations are not

disadavantaged

Since we are one of the parties involved in

this possible conflict, we plan on bringing

ourselves closer to the other party in the

possible conflict to understand their point of

view. We are therefore going to:

- fill in all kind of stakeholder/human practice

related tools

- have in-dept interviews with the other party

to understand their concerns / ethical

objections / view on possible other solutions

and the problem itself

- look at other non-GMO based solutions

- see if there is a way we can take away any

concerns by educational material about what

synthetic biology is and how it works without

dimishing the risks

What could you design to do just justice to

these perspectives, and/or to involve and

appreciate these stakeholders in your

design (process)? 

How we will involve and

appreciate stakeholders:- talk to

both parties as a stakeholder

individually to ask for their

perspective on the problem and

possible solutions

- take the feedback both parties

give us and see if we can find a

middle ground in our design that

works for both parties

- Never apoint any specific party as

'the bad guy'

What to do afterwards:

- design a solution for the longterm

(no constantly changing

regulations)

- design a solution that gives the

desired ability of autonomy or

coöperation for the desired

executor(s)

-  facilitate an easy way for the

government to get into contact with

the farmers and vice versa where

both parties will feel taken

seriously

We want to achieve this by

making sure:

- The costs of our application

are low

- Our application requires

minimal training/operating

skills

- Our application reduces the

nitrogen emmisions

substantially (at the source)

Already knowing that one part of the

objections against the use of GMO's is the

risk of the GMO ending up in nature, we are

going to highly value the safety of our own

project. We will therefore:

- speak with experts on labsafety /

biosecurity / safe by design / dual use

- strictly follow lab regulations on biosecurity

and biosafety in our lab

- implement a form of biocontainment in our

own design

- implement feedback from stakeholders to

make our design even safer by design

- work with a non-toxic host organism and

express proteins that are (relatively) not

harmfull to nature, humans and animals

Between what/whom:

Between what/whom:

Between what/whom:

During all your design steps, it is vital to have a clear view of the

question: what are you designing? At the very start this is a difficult

question to answer, and upon advancing your work your answer may

change significantly. 

Use this space to approach your answer to this question. Spend a

moment here to converge your team's ideas at the start of your

design process, and whenever you get novel insights of what (else)

you design, return to this space to distill your conclusions for your

design & your design process. 

This space is free for you to fill in according to your needs. You could

choose to draw what it is you design, make a mind-map, or write it

out. Keep the following questions in mind: 

Why are you designing? For whom, what or where is this valuable? 

What are you designing? And what elements should this design be

comprised of to make sure your project reaches its potential? Think

broadly! (for inspiration, look at the overview in step 2 of the safety

exercise)

How will you design and manage this project? What (design)

processes are needed to make this project the most valuable version

it might be? 

Whereas you may design your project to optimally benefit the world and everyone and everthing in it, a crucial dimension of your project's interaction with the world concerns the widest array

of safety issues: could your project potentially harm anyone or anything? And, could you change anything in the design of your project in order to decrease the magnitude or probability of

this harm?

Note: this can be a stand-alone exersise, but you can get inspiration from your explorations of step 1 in the 'exploring the needs, problems and potential impacts' exercise. 

Our intended interaction & approach: 

Our intended interaction & approach: 

Our intended interaction & approach: 

Who are your stakeholders?  What are the perspectives of your stakeholders?  Where may there be any controversies, and what is your role? 

Increase

monetary

grants for

agriculture

Why is it that you don't know whether or not the technological application

you are working on is safe or not?

I don't know

I did everything to assess and

reduce all possible risks my

product may be associated

with, I don't know of anything

else I might do

Maybe there doesn’t

exist a clear, shared

view on what can be

regarded as safe.

Maybe people

employ my

technology

differently than I

intended

What do you conclude from this exercise for the design of your biotechnological project? 

Note these insights in post-its in the inner orange ring. 

What do you conclude from this exercise for

the design of your biotechnological project? 

Note these insights in post-its in the inner

orange ring. 

What do you conclude from this exercise for the design of your

biotechnological project? Note these insights in post-its in the inner

orange ring. 

c

-

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

+

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

Place care card here

c

Which of these care cards could you help

realize by making your biotech application?

What could you do with your biotechnology

to take care of the issues underlying these

SDGs?

What would it take to optimize your care for

these issues?

What negative impacts could your biotech

project potentially have on particular (groups of)

people or on the environment?

What would you need to do to gain more

knowledge on this?

What could you do to minimize harm?

What needs and problems in the world need solving?

Please pick some care cards from the card-deck on your left hand on which

you believe your project can have a postive impact. Place them in the left

column below. Feel free to use the 'empty' care cards to brainstorm with

additional issues you think you could take care of. 

In the post-its, elaborate how your project could help take care of said issue.

Deck of Care Cards

Global emissions of carbon dioxide

(CO2) have increased by almost 50%

since 1990, and are increasing

rapidly.

13

One-third of the economically active

population obtains its livelihood from

agriculture, world wide.

In Africa, this share is 53%.

8

10% of the global population still lacks access to

modern electricity in 2018. This is concentrated

in sub-Saharan Africa , where 53% of the

population lacks access.

7

An estimated 26.4 per cent of the

world population, about 2 billion

persons, were affected by moderate

or severe food insecurity in 2018.

2

38 million children under the age of

5 were overweight or obese in 2019.

3

Each year, an estimated one third of

all food produced – equivalent to 1.3

billion tonnes worth around $1 trillion

– is wasted.

12

Biodiversity is declining rapidly. Globally,

the species extinction risk has worsened

by about 10% over the past three

decades. One cause of biodiversity loss is

soil acidification by excess ammonia

emissions, which threatens plants that

thrive on low nutritional values in the soil.15
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Most of the big animals on earth live

in industrial farms.

15

Thinking of 

something else?

Formulate your 

own care cards

Extreme natural disasters exacerbate poverty.

80 countries reported disaster-related losses

for 2018, including 23,458 deaths and 2,164

persons missing, more than 39 million people

were reported as affected, and countries

reported $23.6 billion direct economic losses.

1

In 2017, only around one-third to half of the

global population had access to essential

health services. If current trends continue, this

will percentage will increase to be 39 to 63% by

2030.

3

The ocean absorbs around 23 per cent of the

annual emissions of anthropogenic carbon

dioxide to the atmosphere, which is causing a

threat to marine environments through ocean

acidification.

14

The year 2019 was the second warmest on

record and the end of the warmest decade,

2010 to 2019. The global average temperature

is now 1.1°C above estimated pre-industrial

levels.

13

Each year 10 million hectares of

forest are destroyed (2015-2020),

driven mainly by agricultural

expansion.

15

Globally, malaria incidence (the number of

cases per 1,000 persons) fell, from 81 in 2000 to

57 in 2014, but it's decrease has stalled at a

similar level throughout 2018.

3

In farming, a part of the produced or

bought N-sources (proteins/

ammonia) are lost to the

environment (air/soil/water) instead

of being only used for feeding the

the animals or fertilization of the

crops12

Inadequate water, sanitation and hygiene led to

a total of 870,000 deaths in 2016. In 2017, only

71% of the global population used safely

managed drinking water and just 45% used

safely managed sanitation services,

6

Drug-resistant tuberculosis is a

continuing threat. In 2018, an

estimated 10 million people fell ill

with tuberculosis.

3

The renewable energy share of total final

energy consumption gradually increased, from

16.3% in 2010 to 17.0% in 2015 and 17.3% in

2017.

7

In 2019, the global unemployment

rate stood at 5%, with the highest

rate, 11%, in Northern Africa and

Western Asia.

8

The care cards below are inspired by data from the sustainable development goals (SDG's) as

reported on the sdgs.un.org website. These are important issues in the world that are in need of

a solution, and deserve our careful attention. Feel free to add similar needs and problems that

are important to think about for your project in the empty care cards below. 

What needs and problems in the world does your project contribute to? And, might your project also cause new problems? In this exercise, your goal is to gain an overview of the many

ways in which your project may provide benefits or harms to the world – and specifically, how Sustainable Development Goals are furthered or obstructed by your project. 

Taking care: contributions Harming: negative effects

Next, if you think your project could also bring harm to any of the SDG-related

issues on the care cards, position those cards (or copy the same care card) in the

right column below.

In the post-its, elaborate on how your project might harm these issues. Discuss

ways in which you may prevent or minimize the risk for harm. 

Note: this step might contribute to your efforts in the safety considerations

excersice. 

Prevention of

ammonia  being

deposited in

vulnerable nature

reserves

Prevention of

ammonia being

excreted in the

first place

Optimize: Increase

the uptake of

ammonia with the

MOF and placement

of MOF

Optimize:

Increase the

effectiveness

of alpha-

amylase

Eutrophication is often

caused by excess

ammonia. By preventing

the production of this

ammonia, less of it will

end up in surface waters.

Prevention of

ammonia  being

deposited in

surface waters

Optimize: Increase

the uptake of

ammonia with the

MOF and placement

of MOF

Optimize:

Increase the

effectiveness

of alpha-

amylase

Learn more:

Perform a

costs analysis

on our product

Learn more: Talk

with farmers to get

insights on how

much they would be

willing to spend on

our product. 

Minimize harm:

Government funding

would make our

product available for

all farmers, not just the

wealthy ones.

Minimize harm:

Reduce the prize

such that is

affordable for all

farmers that are

interested

Learn more:

Research / talk with

experts about the

effect of alpha-

amylase on starch-

rich plants. 

Learn more: which

plants contain

starch and how bad

is it for the plant if

this is broken down

Minimize harm: ensure

that our enzyme is

inactive under the

conditions of regular

plant growth (i.e. check

the PH range and

temperature)

Minimize harm:

engineer our GMO

with a kill switch so it

does not produce

alpha-amylase outside

of a controlled setting

Expect to take 30-60 minutes for this exercise

By increasing the

productivity of

farmers, less farmers

are needed to feed

te same amount of

people

Our product could

provide higher yields

for these farmers and

thus give them a

higher income

Optimize: Instead of only

looking at cattle, also

look at feed additives for

pigs, chickens, oxen,

camels, lamas, ducks and

other livestock.

By lowering negative

effects of farming

(ammonia emissions to

vulnerable nature) our

projects offers an

oppurtunity to continue the

growth of farms and their

income

Optimize: make our

product as cheap as

possible so farmers

can easilty use it and

make more income

By helping farmers

produce more meat/

milk with same

ammount of feed, the

will at the end have

more income

Optimize: Increase

effectiveness of our

product such that more

growth is permitted with

the same amount of

resources.

Our project will

enable farmers to

produce more

food with less

resources

Optimize: produce

proteases alongside

amylase for even

better feed intake

by cattle

Optimize: find

most effective

amylase for cow

growth/milk

production

Our project will help

cows better use the N-

sources they take in /

waste less of the N-

sources in the form of

urea

Our filter will take up

leftover ammonia and

use this to produce

feedadditive so

'wastestreams' will be

resused

By making our project

circulair, we work

towards responsible

production and feed

consumption (by

cattle)

Optimize: find most

effective way to

produce

feedadditive and

best place to place

MOF 

Learn more: learn

how the MOF

exactly functions

and why it needs

200 degrees to

emit ammonia

Minimize harm: use

a sustainable

energy source to

heat up the MOF,

such as solar

energy

Minimize harm: see

if there is another

way to make the

MOF emit the

captured ammonia

Learn more:

calculate / model

how many gasses

would be immited

in total

Learn more: learn

about other energy

sources that can be

used for transport or

to heat up the MOF

Minimize harm:

use other

energy sources

than fossile

fuels

Minimize harm: see if travel

distance for MOFs can be

shortened by producing locally/

by the farmers themselves. Or

see if we can design a MOF

that does not have to reach

200 degrees to emit the

captured ammonia

Approximately 70% of all water

abstracted from rivers, lakes and

aquifers is used for irrigation.

6

?

? ?

? ?

?

?

In our project "waste"

stream (ammonia in air) will

be used to make even

more food (by producing a

feedadditive that helps

animals optimize their

feedintake)

What do you conclude from this exercise for the design of your biotechnological project? 

Note these insights in post-its in the inner orange ring. 

YES

PARTLY

WHY

What?

How?

- Pollution of vulnerable

nature reserves due to

excess nitrogen, resulting

in loss of biodiversity

- Public and political

unrest regarding the

solution to the problem

System so NH3 does not

get into nature:

- combating source

- circulair

-  no polutants released

- safe for people, nature

and animals

- actually wanted by users 

Talking to stakeholders;

contemplating possible

risks; getting advice from

experts; looking for and

weighting alternatives

Too little

Opposing

values

Opposing

values
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In order to be able to

help the farmers, we

need to have a clear

overview of the risk and

make our product

affordable for the less

wealthy.

Even though we have

focussed mainly on solving

the nitrogen crisis and

allowing farmers to make an

income; we should not forget

that we are also trying to

ensure that there is enough

food for the entire world

population 

There are plenty of

alternatives for one or

two of the main

problems we want to

adress, but none are

able to help solving all

of them at the same

time.

Working/competing

against other solutions

might not be the most

beneficial to any one/any

of the problems we are

trying to tackle in the

long run

The global population is expected to

rise to 10.9 billion in 2100 which

means that more food has to be

produced with less resources.

2

A lot of money is made in farming and measures

restricting growth of the agriculture sector, risk the

income of the people working in this sector, For example

the Netherlands: In 2018 196.000 people worked in

agriculture. This is 2.1% of all working people in all

economic activities (https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/achtergrond/

2020/19/feiten-en-cijfers-over-de-landbouw). And in 2019

a production value of 11,032 billion euro's was produced

by animal agriculture alone (https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/

nieuws/2020/19/landbouw-droeg-in-2019-evenveel-bij-

aan-economie-als-tien-jaar-eerder).1

Eutrophication of surface water

causes local flora to be out

competed by fast growing algae

creating inhospitable environments

for other fauna

14

The alpha-amylase our project produces

breaks down starch. Starch is abundantly

present in nature. Were our GMO to

escape in nature and produce alpha-

amylase in a high rate, this might break

be detrimental for the (structural integrity

of) plants/vegetables 15
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Our product might initially only be available for

farmers with enough funds to buy our product. These

farmers will be able to expand their buisness as they

would now have less nitrogen emmissions. Farmers

that do not have this reduction, are not able to grow

further and will thus trail behind the more wealthy

farmers. This could increase the poverty of the less

wealthy farmers.

10

The alpha-amylase our project produces

breaks down starch. Starch is abundantly

present in vegetables. Were our GMO to

escape in nature and produce alpha-

amylase in a high rate, this might break

be detrimental for the growth/production

of these vegetables 2

To release ammonia from the MOF, the MOF needs to

be heated up to 200 degrees Celsius. Heating us this

MOF to such a high temperature takes a lot of energy,

which could possibly be produced by burning fossil

fuels, thus releasing CO2. Releasing a lot of CO2 is

detrimental for the climate since CO2 is a potent

greenhouse gas (same goes for fossil fuels needed to

transport the MOF)13

For the reusing of the MOF, it needs to

be heated up and transported from the

lab to the farm and back. Both of these

processes use fossil fuels and can

produce (greenhouse)gasses/pollutants

that are detrimental for the environment12

The alpha-amylase our project produces

breaks down starch. Starch is abundantly

present in nature. Were our GMO to

escape in nature and produce alpha-

amylase in a high rate, this might break

be detrimental for the (structural integrity

of) aquatic plants14

Learn more: learn

about other energy

sources that can be

used for transport or

to heat up the MOF

Learn more:

Research / talk with

experts about the

effect of alpha-

amylase on starch-

rich plants. 

Learn more:

Research / talk with

experts about the

effect of alpha-

amylase on starch-

rich plants. 

Learn more: which

plants contain

starch and how bad

is it for the plant if

this is broken down

Learn more: which

plants contain

starch and how bad

is it for the plant if

this is broken down

Minimize harm: ensure

that our enzyme is

inactive under the

conditions of regular

plant growth (i.e. check

the PH range and

temperature)

Minimize harm: ensure

that our enzyme is

inactive under the

conditions of regular

plant growth (i.e. check

the PH range and

temperature)

Minimize harm:

engineer our GMO

with a kill switch so it

does not produce

alpha-amylase outside

of a controlled setting

Minimize harm:

engineer our GMO

with a kill switch so it

does not produce

alpha-amylase outside

of a controlled setting

If the alpha-amylase producing GMO breaks out and is able to

grow and produce alpha-amylase in nature

If the alpha-amylase is harmfull/toxic 

If the alpha-amylase has an unexpected effect on the metabolism/

health of cattle

If our project is executed on a large scale and fossil fuels (or other

unsustainable energy sources) are used to heat up the MOF and

transport the MOF or feed additives

If our product is only available for wealthy farmers

it could be harmful to plants/vegetables/crops that need starch (or other

polysaccharides containing three or more (1>4)-alpha-linked D-glucose units) for

their structural integrity. It could also be harmful to humans/animals that normally

eat these plants if the cultivation of these plants is harmed by the break-out of the

alpha-amylase GMO

It could be harmful to the division of wealth across different

population groups because the wealthier increase their wealth

while the less wealthy stay behind.

It could be harmful to the environment because with the use of

unsustainable energy sources green house gasses can be emitted 

It could be harmful to cattle because the alpha-amylase can then

decrease the quality of life for the cattle eating the alpha-amylase,

For instance "super charged" muscular growth resulting in

miscariages or alpha-amylase breaking down healthy gut tissue

If the GMO (host organism) itself is harmful/toxic 

- Making sure the alpha amylase is inactivate outside of the rumen of the cow

- Making sure the GMO can not survive outside of the lab

- Making sure the GMO can not produce alpha-amylase outside of the lab

- Reducing the costs of our product such that is it available for all farmers. 

- Arranging govenment funding for the less wealthy farmers

If the genetic production of the alpha-amylase in the GMO releases

gasses/molecules that are greenhouse gasses or toxic gasses

It could be harmful to humans working with the feed additive or

GMO or humans/animals that come into contact with the alpha-

amylase because the alpha-amylase might induce toxicity effects

such as skin rashes

- Make sure the energy needed to heat our MOF is generated in a sustainable

manner.

- After releasing the ammonia from the MOF, use the residual heat for either energy

production or the heating of households.

It could be harmful to to humans  working with the GMO or humans/

animals that come into contact with the GMO if it breaks out because

the GMO might induce disease or toxicity effects

- Creating an enzyme that easily degredes into non-harmful compounds within the

digestive tract of the bovine. 

- Create strickt guidelines for the usage and dosage of our product and clearly

communicate these with the customers. In order to properly do this, more research is

needed on the potential risks of our product.

- Pick an alpha-amylase variant that is not harmful to bovine

It could be harmful to the environment because these gasses/

molecules might escape the factory/lab and get into the

environment/atmosphere where they can induce a greenhouse

effect

If our project does not work as good as promised (because of wrong

calculations or cattle getting used to the feedadditive so it loses its

positive effects) but it is already implemented on a large scale

It could be harmful to farmers because they already made costly

investments and now they can not 'win this back' anymore. It could also be

harmful to the government or anyone who endorsed this project since

they might face a lot of critisism from the public/farmers

- Create strickt guidelines for the usage of our product and clearly communicate

these with the customers. In order to properly do this, more research is needed on

the potential risks of our product.

- Create strickt guidelines for the usage of our product and clearly communicate

these with the employees producing our product. In order to properly do this, more

research is needed on the potential risks of our product.

- Implement proper safe-by-design techniques such that the organism can only

survive in the environment in which it is designed to operate.

(we picked) a gene for an alpha-amylase that works optimally in the

temperature (39 degrees) and pH (5.7-7.3) of a cow rumen, and would

therefore work less well in environments with a different pH or

temperature

we designed our GMO to have a kill switch (conditional essentiallity) by

which it can not live outside of the lab

 - Extensively analyze the host organism of our constructs. If needed, knock-out the

metabolic processes that could produce these harmful substances.

 - Capture and properly dispose of the gasses and other waste products produced

within the bioreactor.

we designed our genetic construct (using the ART-tool and flux-balance

annalysis) in such a way that as much alpha-amylase is produced with

as little resources as possible, therefore cutting down on produciton

costs and therefore the costs of the product

even though a lot is still unknown about MOFs, if possible we will

pick a MOF that requires less energy to heat up

 - Don't make any false promises!!!  Only communicate selling points of our product

that can be backed-up with scientific evidence and be honest about which

uncertainties are involved with the usage of our product.

 - In case there are unexpected side effects, make sure to be properly insured in

order to be able to compensate the losses of the farmers.

(we picked) alpha-amylase as our feed additive since it is a protein

and will therefore easily degrade in the more acidic parts of the

bovine gestational intestinal tract (of bovine)

(we found) strict guidelines on the dosage of similair feed additives

for bovine, which we can use to set guidelines on dosages of our

feed additive

(we picked) alpha-amylase as our feed additive since from other

EFSA reports it is already known that similair feed additives are not

harmful to the health of bovine

we designed our GMO to have a kill switch (conditional essentiallity) by which

it can not live outside of the lab. Our GMO can therefore not produce alpha-

amylase outside of a contained environment, therefore minimizing potential

safety risks in case the alpha-amylase is toxic

(we found) an EFSA report on a similair feed additive which showed that there

are no/minimal risks associated to human, animal and environmental health 

(we picked) a safe host for our genetic construct: Saccharomyces cerevisiae

and Saccharomyces paradoxis, which are both non-harmfull ML-1 classified

micro-organisms

we designed our GMO to have a kill switch (conditional essentiallity) by

which it can not live outside of the lab. Therefore limiting the safety risks in

case the GMO is still toxic and breaks out

As part of our Human Practices, we have stressed to be honest

about what our project can achieve. No inflating our project with

false promises. 

We designed our genetic construct with known genes that do not produce

greenhouse/toxic gasses as a byproduct of their activity

Instead of the genetic ammonia breakdown we planned to do in the

beginning of the project (which does produce harmfull gasses as a

byproduct) we decided to go for the genetic assimilation of ammonia (which

does not)

One-third of the economically active

population obtains its livelihood from

agriculture, world wide.

In Africa, this share is 53%.

8

Biodiversity is declining rapidly. Globally, the

species extinction risk has worsened by about

10% over the past three decades. One cause of

biodiversity loss is soil acidification by excess

ammonia emissions, which threatens plants that

thrive on low nutritional values in the soil.

15
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In farming, a part of the produced or

bought N-sources (proteins/

ammonia) are lost to the

environment (air/soil/water) instead

of being only used for feeding the

the animals or fertilization of the

crops12 The global population is expected to

rise to 10.9 billion in 2100 which

means that more food has to be

produced with less resources.

2

A lot of money is made in farming and measures

restricting growth of the agriculture sector, risk the

income of the people working in this sector, For example

the Netherlands: In 2018 196.000 people worked in

agriculture. This is 2.1% of all working people in all

economic activities (https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/achtergrond/

2020/19/feiten-en-cijfers-over-de-landbouw). And in 2019

a production value of 11,032 billion euro's was produced

by animal agriculture alone (https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/

nieuws/2020/19/landbouw-droeg-in-2019-evenveel-bij-

aan-economie-als-tien-jaar-eerder).1

Eutrophication of surface water causes local

flora to be out competed by fast growing

algae creating inhospitable environments for

other fauna

14
Bye-monia: produce

alpha-amylase as a feed

additive to lower

ammonia emmissions in

cattle and catch leftover

ammonia with a MOF 

Beneficial to farmers and

environment + stops ammonia

emmissions at the source +

allows for big(ger) agriculture

sector + can be used

internationally + end product

is usefull for farmers to

enhance milk production of

cows

Still ammonia can be emmitted

that harms nature +

implementation requires

monetary funds + uses GMO's

which people can be against or

which can have dual use

potential + does not solve entire

nitrogen problem + MOF is so

new that a lot is unknown

Half (Dutch)

livestock to

prevent

ammonia

emmissions 

Close of cattle

barns and then use

air scrubbers/

biofilters to catch

emmitted

ammonia 

Apply urease-

inhibitors to

manure from

farms to lower

ammonia

emmissions

There is no need

for GMOs + it

allows for full

controle over the

the enviroment

within the barns.

Dairy cattle need a lot of

air circulation. Putting

them in a closed

enviroment could have a

detrimental effect on their

wellbeing + does not

solve entire nitrogen

problem

Prevents a big

chunck of the

(Dutch)

ammonia

emissions

Greathly harms the

agricultural business + rather

unethical/unfair to hard

working farmers whose

income depends on the

business + could threaten the

global food supply  + does

not solve entire nitrogen

problem

Would lower ammonia

emissions from manure

and therefore allow for a

big(ger) farming industry

with less of a strain on

nature

System might not work

perfect --> cattle might

deposit manure in widely

different places where you

can not always apply

urease inhibitors in time +

does not solve entire

nitrogen problem

Education is a great way

of solving both income

inequality and to

increase the productivity

of current farmlands in

less developed

countries

It will take a long time

before the effects are

going to be apparent +

process to optimize

yields might have

detrimental effects on

nature

Design a system to

convert NH3 back to

atmospheric nitrogen,

even if that produces

other harmfull

greenhouse gasses

Would allow for

big(ger) agriculture

industry with less strain

on the environment +

end product is not

harmfull

Many genes need to be cloned

to make this genetic system +

harmfull greenhouse gasses are

released as byproduct or

intermediates + transition from

aerobic to anaerobic state is

hard + end product is not

beneficial to farmers + does not

solve entire nitrogen problem

Educate farmers

worldwide on how to

optimize yields from

agriculture such as

done in Dutch

agriculture

It is possible that BYE-MONIA might compete with urease-inhibitors, a

biofilter or a system that converts ammonia back to atmospheric nitrogen

since all kind of reach the same goal (lowerin ammonia emmissions while

allowing for farming). However, non of these solutions can solve the entire

nitrogen crisis (or even the ammonia part alone) so competing would not

be beneficial in the long run. There seems to be more value in a

collaboration/joining of the different solutions.

As the urease inhibitors, air-scrubbers and biofilters all target a different

part of the nitrogen emmisions processes, it is possible to combine these

products to reduce the emmisions even further. This way we could reduce

the emmisions of a farm animal, prevent the ammonia that is still emmited

from exiting the barn and finally neutralize the ammonia that is deposited

in the nature reserves.

This would be rather hard since our project is already rather specific to a

certain subgroup (cattle farmers that suffer from regulations made to lower

ammonia emmissions), which is the same subgroup that most other

solutions also target. However, in case we plan to focus more on ending

world hunger than tackling the nitrogen crisis, we could look

into producing more feed additives (such as proteases) to enhance the

growth/milk production of cows even further. Or we could look at feed

additives that also work in different animals than cows.

Our project on its own has a few very promising features, however, we still

see that our project alone would probably not be enough to solve the

entire nitrogen crisis in the Netherlands (or even just the ammonia part of

it). Moreover, the MOF is very new and a lot is still unknown about its exact

functionallity, same as with the effect of the feed additive on the methane

production of the cow. Therefore our solution on itself might not be the

best solution, however, it is questionable wheter there will ever be a "best"

solution to this complicated, multi-level problem. We therefore think that

the -for now- best solution would be to combine our project BYE-MONIA

with the urease-inhibitors and air scrubbers since all these elements will

reinforce each others effects, tackle the most aspects of this complicated

problem and have the least downsides.
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